
Disclaimer:

This product and service is strictly for educational purposes only and is not intended to treat, cure,
diagnose or prevent disease. This is not intended to be used as medical advice or take place of your

primary care team's advice. None of the statements in this report are a recommendation as to how to
treat an illness or health-related condition. This product and service is for informational purposes only.  
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DATE:  scan date



Utilize this document as a guide and gentle reminder of the valuable insights
gained during your personalized 1:1 session. This PDF offers a comprehensive

walk-through of essential elements for your healing, highlighting emotional
aspects that require attention, and provides detailed recommendations to

progress forward. Remember, this document is exclusively designed for YOU,
tailored to support your unique bio-individual path to wellness. Kindly refrain
from sharing these recommendations with others, as each individual's journey
is distinct and deserves a personalized approach. Embrace the wisdom within

this document, and let it serve as your compass on your path.

About this 
DOCUMENT
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HOUSE KEEPING NOTES
Quantum Collective

ENERGETIC LANGUAGE

All things, from the smallest particles to
the objects we see, are in constant motion

because everything vibrates. This motion
starts at the atomic and subatomic levels,

where particles like protons, neutrons, and
electrons are always moving and vibrating
with energy. This dynamic quality extends
to everything in the universe, making even
seemingly still objects or living cells vibrate
with energy. This principle of vibration is a

fundamental aspect of the dynamic and
interconnected nature of the physical

world.

The human body has subtle energy fields,
also known as biofields, that can be

measured and analyzed to gain insights
into an individual's health. The

foundational principle is derived from
ancient healing traditions, such as

acupuncture and Ayurveda, which
recognize the existence of vital energy

(vibration) that flows through the body,
impacting physical, mental, and emotional

well-being. These energy fields
interconnect and are in constant flux.

 

TESTING

This test requires your physical samples. 
When your samples are tested  we are
communicating with your intelligence by
sending signatures (informational patterns)
that are output through the test plate and
the response is measured through electrode
signals. 

We are not looking at medical or chemical
quantitative values but at qualitative values.
The uniquely qualitative response  emanated
from your samples give us information into
what disruptions are robbing the body's
coherence.  

We believe that when your body has the
needed information and all parts of the
energy flow are re-established it then has
the ability to regain homeostasis and activate
the innate healing capacities within. 

Crossovers with the language of medicine
are inevitable at times. The essential
difference is our approach is that we
recognize that disease(s) do not have their
own identity. Standard medical diagnostic
terms are just a convenient grouping of
symptom experiences.

WE DO NOT DIAGNOSE AND WE DO
NOT TREAT DISEASE. 

We restore balance.
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ENERGY IS INFORMATION

You are
First

VIBRATIONAL
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This report is created as a way to help you (the client) understand the
variety of signatures that can come up on the raw-data. It helps us make
connections and solidify both the priority and process necessary to move
forward. Each body is different, and based on your samples there might be
specific elimination, drainage, and detoxification needs that are personal
to your wellness goals. While you will most likely find incredible insights that
correlate with prior data, this report remains non-diagnostic. This is an intake
on your energetic state of health - or your vibrational coherence.  

We have taken the complex data and extrapolated the most important
information, in order to build you a picture. We have asked the body what
we need to know to establish balance and activate the self-healing
capacity. 

No practitioner can do this work for you, so this process is an educational
and uplifting one. We are not meant to focus on "what is wrong" but instead
look at how we can get in more alignment with our deepest needs and desires. 

For many, this looks like a re-connection to self. 

For others, it looks like working past fears and boundaries. 

This work is more than physical, supplemental. 

It's not linear & it's not a miracle. 

The miracle is your application and integration.  

This Report
Demystifying
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Our Body Intelligence Scan and Emotional Terrain Scan provide two distinct
amplification levels, dictating the layer in which the physical and emotional body

want to start the healing process. The higher the amplification level, the more
deep-rooted the imbalance. 

There are a total of 15 amplification levels. Level one may indicate issues present
at the acute or surface level where 15 might indicate a more chronic and/or

traumatic disposition. Healing happens in layers an the amplification level
measures what layers need to be priorities. 

The amplification level does not serve as an indicator of overall health. No
amplification supersedes another.

Amplification LevelsThe

"Like the rings of a tree, healing happens in concentric layers, marking
the passage of time and the growth of our inner strength." - Unknown

PHYSICAL BODY: 10 EMOTIONAL BODY: 10
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Drainage &
Detoxification

TOXINS 
Resonating Bacteria Signatures 

A bacteria commonly found in the lower intestines. It is primarily transmitted
through the consumption of contaminated food 
Transmitted by hand-to-hand contact, or touching infected areas, especially in
hospital settings. 

Resonating Mold/Yeast/Fungal Signatures 
A genus of molds that are common contaminants of starchy foods (such as
bread and potatoes) and grow in or on many plants and trees. 

Resonating Parasite Signatures 
Transmission occurs when skin comes into contact with contaminated
freshwater 

ELIMINATION/DRAINAGE
Homotoxicosis Level - Lymph Acute 1: supports systemic lymphatic drainage,
elimination and excretion.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Allergy
Chemical Filter - Bromine: Flame retardant, Fuel additive, Pesticide
Radon Gas
Microwave

Top TOxin Burdens

TOP TOXIN BURDENS
Viral Toxins Level 7
Mycoplasma Toxins Level 10
Food Related Toxins Level 10

Body Intelligence Roadmap
The

At Quantum Collective, we offer an energetic analysis designed to reveal hidden stressors and potential blockages
hindering the healing process. Our approach is centered around promoting healing and ecological harmony to

foster optimal well-being. As you walk through this information it's important to think about how the information
might pertain to the macrocosm and the microcosm.  By categorizing the information below, we develop a clear

understanding of how to restore balance to the body. This scan is the most sensitive of all the scans run at
Quantum Collective and it request the most of our attention. 
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Digestion
System

INFLAMMATION/DAMAGE
Ileocolitis (colon inflammation)

Nutrition

FOOD SENSITIVITY 
Dairy
Food Additives: Cyclamate - The name usually denotes either calcium cyclamate or
sodium cyclamate

Cellular Health 

BODY STRUCTURE 
Lumbar 3: Effects - Bladder troubles, menstrual troubles such as painful or irregular
periods, miscarriages, bed wetting, impotency, change of life symptoms, knee pain.

BODY SYSTEMS
Respiratory Filter:  Respiractin - Opens up the air ways, providing clearer breathing,
relief from asthma, allergies, and throat irritations.

Nervous System &
HPA Axis 

HORMONES
Thyroid Filter - Thyroid HP: For temporary relief of symptoms due to chronic fatigue,
lowered metabolism, and thyroid dysfunction.
Androstenedione: Acts as a stepping stone to manufacture testosterone and
estrogen in the body.

EMOTIONS
Chakras: 7th Chakra-Pineal Gland- eyes, central nervous system, body clock and
libido 
California Essences - Penstemon: Positive qualities: Inner fortitude despite outer
hardships; perseverance; ability to endure and forbear -adversity
Australian Bush Essence - Red Suva Frangipani: Negative: turmoil, emotional
upheaval, sadness.
Emotional Filter  - Past Trauma Signatures
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Body Intelligence Roadmap
The

At Quantum Collective, we offer an energetic analysis designed to reveal hidden stressors and potential blockages
hindering the healing process. Our approach is centered around promoting healing and ecological harmony to

foster optimal well-being. As you walk through this information it's important to think about how the information
might pertain to the macrocosm and the microcosm.  By categorizing the information below, we develop a clear

understanding of how to restore balance to the body. This scan is the most sensitive of all the scans run at
Quantum Collective and it request the most of our attention. 
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WEAKENED SIGNATURES 

STRESSED SIGNATURES 
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Body Intelligence Roadmap
The

At Quantum Collective, we offer an energetic analysis designed to reveal hidden stressors and potential blockages
hindering the healing process. Our approach is centered around promoting healing and ecological harmony to

foster optimal well-being. As you walk through this information it's important to think about how the information
might pertain to the macrocosm and the microcosm.  By categorizing the information below, we develop a clear

understanding of how to restore balance to the body. This scan is the most sensitive of all the scans run at
Quantum Collective and it request the most of our attention. 



The secondary Imbalances are a glance at other areas that might need assistance at
this level of support. You will get insights into functional markers such as amino

acids, hormones, neurotransmitters, vitamins, minerals and more. 

Amino Acids
Amino acids are the building blocks of proteins, essential for various biological
processes in the human body.

Enzyme 

Fatty Acids 

Secondary Imbalances

Ornithine Absorbed in the intestines, liver, kidney, and skeletal muscle.
Improves athletic performance, wound healing

L-Carnitine
Supports muscle weakness, heart, and liver. Critical
connection to energy production. Great for workouts and
helps burn fat. 

Enzymes are biological molecules, typically proteins, that act as catalysts in various
chemical reactions within the body. 

Fatty acids are essential building blocks of fats and lipids, which are crucial
components of the human body and play various roles in physiological processes.
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Maltase Breaks down sugar or starch. Supports Digestive and Sugar

Omega 6 
Plays a crucial role in brain function, and normal growth and
development. Help stimulate skin and hair growth, maintain
bone health, regulate metabolism, and maintain the
reproductive system.
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Hormones
Hormones are chemical messengers produced by various glands and organs in the
endocrine system. They play a vital role in regulating and coordinating various
physiological processes and functions throughout the body.

Neurochemistry 

Glucagon
Glucagon is a hormone produced by the pancreas that helps
increase blood glucose levels by promoting the release of
stored glucose from the liver into the bloodstream.

Progesterone Produced in the adrenal glands, and imbalances may
sometimes indicate adrenal stress

Neurochemicals are chemical substances that play a crucial role in the
communication and functioning of the nervous system.
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norepiniephrine
Anxiousness, low mood, fatigue and decreased focus and
sleep, fatigue, attention difficulties, excess energy, poor
cognitive function, immune issues. 

Vitamins & Minerals
Vitamins are essential organic compounds that our bodies require in small amounts
to carry out various vital functions. Minerals are essential nutrients that our bodies
need in relatively small amounts to maintain proper physiological functions. 

Pyridoxine
(Vitamin B-6)

Irritability, depression, edema, confusion, low energy, PMS,
neuropathy 

Calcium Cardiovascular, blood pressure, brain function, bones, opens
cells to glucose. 
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The secondary Imbalances are a glance at other areas that might need assistance at
this level of support. You will get insights into functional markers such as amino

acids, hormones, neurotransmitters, vitamins, minerals and more. 

Secondary Imbalances



Vertebral
Signatures

Lumbar 4
Thoracic 11

Dental 
Signatures

Associated Vertebrae #25
Infection Disresonance #4

Decay Disturbance #9
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The secondary Imbalances are a glance at other areas that might need assistance at
this level of support. The Dental and Vertebral Chart shows areas of the teeth and

spine and their energetic relations to organs or systems in the body.

Secondary Imbalances



Body Systems
Blood (GEM)
Blood provides a free flow of joy in life.

Key Belief
Statement

I love myself (GEM)
The need for this KBS indicates, associated with the issue presented, "I can't or don't
love myself"

Feelings
Creating Issues Unresolved feelings of rage or fear

Factor
Negative Emotions (GEM)
The original issue came about because of negative emotions.

Source of
Disharmony 

Female (GEM)
Female in original event, triggering the issue in current time

Emotion Grief

Emotional Terrain ScanThe

At Quantum Collective our Emotional Terrain scan is programed to look at causal emotional blocks. These
emotional blocks can be consciously felt and recognized or they can be deeply engrained subconscious aspects

that we have not yet realized or become aware of.  Regardless of your relationship to the following patterns, these
signatures can be through of as a emotional mirrors, reflecting back to you areas in which we might be stuck.

compressed, and lacking flow, emotionally speaking. 
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Energetic Blocks and/or triggers



Emotional Terrain ScanThe

At Quantum Collective our Emotional Terrain scan is programed to look at causal emotional blocks. These
emotional blocks can be consciously felt and recognized or they can be deeply engrained subconscious aspects

that we have not yet realized or become aware of.  Regardless of your relationship to the following patterns, these
signatures can be through of as a emotional mirrors, reflecting back to you areas in which we might be stuck.

compressed, and lacking flow, emotionally speaking. 
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Word
Affirmation Fortunate

Power
Thoughts 

I am willing to let go
I release others to experience whatever is meaningful to them, and I am free to
create that which is meaningful to me.

Therapy Emotional Therapy

Essential oil
Motivate (dT)
Oil of Motivation
Positive properties: Motivated, encouraged, hopeful, energized, confident

Bach Flower
Remedy

Mustard (BFE)
For deep gloom that comes on for apparently no known reason, sudden melancholia,
or heavy sadness. Will lift just as suddenly.

Optimize and
consider this
emotion

Pride

Consider:
1. When have you felt most proud of yourself, fully confident in your abilities, and
self-assured?
2. When have you done something praise worthy? Achieved something through
your own concerted
efforts?
3. What makes you hold your head high and stand up tall? What makes you want to
share your good
news with others?
4. What draws you to dream big, into visions of what you might accomplish in the
future?

Supporting Signatures 
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Quantum Collective
Next Steps

Wellness Plan
Tailored to your distinctive vibrational information provided by the
technology, your practitioner will craft a personalized wellness plan
encompassing nutrition, stress management, movement, mindset,
emotional support, and a range of supplements, such as nutritional
supplements, herbal tinctures, and homeopathic remedies. 

Invoice
You will receive an invoice from Janel at QC to order your imprints (custom
frequencies) and any QC stocked items. You will also receive emails from
supplement dispensaries that carry the items in your protocol.

Follow UP
If you haven't already, please log into your client portal and schedule your
next session with your practitioner. Don't delay, as our practitioners'
calendars fill up quickly. For those who have purchased a three or six-
month package, feel free to schedule your monthly 45-minute follow-up
sessions ahead of time. Client portal: https://qc.practicebetter.io/
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Keep in touch! 

Get in touch.
Feel free to reach out to your practitioner via your practice better portal

chat! Please do NOT use email if you have the option of reaching out
within the Practice Better Portal. 

THE.QUANTUM.COLLECTIVEQUANTUMCOLLECTIVE.CO HELLO@QUANTUMCOLLECTIVE.CO
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